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Volunteering Facilitator: bsfez (voluntarily forced to ;))

When

After voting it was set to be on Thursday 16th, 2017 at 15:00UTC.

(vote after time was decided doesn’t count, sorry)

See the Convene plugin votes result:

```
```

Check your time:

```
```

Where

http://live.tiki.org

What

See Webinars for a detailed description.

Fixing Community Items session

Prior the Roundtable time we organize a 30mn session to fix a list of bugs from the reports at https://dev.tiki.org/Community+items#Summary and https://dev.tiki.org/Community+items#List

I’ll organise a list and submit it on the fix session

- I could fix the ImgPlugin finally ;)
  - Fixed in item5990

(Why this?)

Volunteers needed for...

- Update and maintain Featured Tikis (and merge/remove Showcase)
  - I’ll do the tracker and check it is included in the blue Tiki.o
  - I take it (design the page with fluid display for the tracker items - plugin List)
- Validate (and apologize to) unvalidated users (still 340+ of them - needs to be user admin)
- Take ownership of tracker24 requests from Contact Us and possible ContactUs Doc (obsolete)
- Any more?

Topics
1st hour quick news

1. Tiki17 release process (branching) ?
2. Brief about Commit+Guidelines addition to Commit Code.
   + To be merged in DevTips
   + More details about commit tags and message should be added at DevTips
3. How to deal with Forum spammers (they fill in all anti-bot answers correctly to register manually it seems)
4. CSS color highlighting of "Sister wiki" links on doc.t.o by URL - if liked we should have it on all tiki.org sites
5. Any chance of support in wiki parser for Markdown? Maybe just a quick question and response more than discussion topic, but a Tiki site admin had this question.
   ◦ Could it be a wiki-plugin? I had that in my mind for some time already to create PluginBBSyntax, PluginMarkDown or PluginWikiPedia to parse these syntaxes... &mdash;
   ◦ Not better to add it as alternative editor like WYSIWYG / WikiSyntax / Markdown ? I assume that WikiSyntax and Markdown should be quite easily translated towards each other ... problem when the number of formatting options are not the same. what you think?

Second hour, longer topics

1. Endangered feature progress and next course of action

Recording

- http://recordings.blindsidenetworks.com/citadelrock/d559965849921585c1849af03b7a51638700d979-1489674287435/presentation/?t=00m00s

Follow-Up

Chat log

lucia sh d' being (luci): How can we help this user to log in to dev.tiki.org ? -&gt; https://tiki.org/tiki-view_forum_thread.php?forumId=3&comments_parentId=59847#threadId=63557
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I added a comment on Markdown - maybe reload page Bsfez?
lucia sh d' being (luci): the Commit Guidelines page does not exist yet? ah should be probably linking to dev.t.o
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): Bsfez: press F5 please
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): nooooo
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): yesss
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): CMD R
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): ahhh screenshot
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): never mind
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I just added a comment to Markdown. no new item
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): lol
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I can say it here
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): This was quick
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): Mac?
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): https://dev.tiki.org/Commit%20Guidelines
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): ah yes
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): what about code documentation?
lucia sh d' being (luci): https://dev.tiki.org/DevTips#Strings_integrity
lucia sh d' being (luci): https://dev.tiki.org/Strings+Format+Convention
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): My mic is not working
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): We hang them !
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): Forum Spammers: I am said to not do user validation since TikiFestFosdem2017 (February in Brussels)
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): Are you human? yesno*LabelPlease just tell us if you are a human being or a spambot, as humans are gladly welcome and spambots silently deleted ;-)
what is the result of 77 plus 23?= *LabelTip: A thousand by ten This is a spam protection, sorry for any inconvenience.Please type "456" without the quotes (sorry, another
anti-spam protection) *
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I have not yet implemented the autojoin of group
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): +1 to link to user in registration notification
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): additionally a direct link to the user tracker item
luciash d' being (luci):
gezza (gezza): http://getbootstrap.com/components/#labels
luciash d' being (luci): dev:
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): a bit toooo dark colors
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): opacity is good
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): add opacity
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): opacity
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): colored little circle is good also
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/
luciash d' being (luci): i am back 😊
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): phone call
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): back
luciash d' being (luci): https://dev.tiki.org/Endangered%20features
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): thx
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): any desicion on Markdown?
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): tiki 5 was my last
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): what feature now? did not understand.
Jonny Bradley (jonnybradley): re
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): re
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): we are talking about a feature
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): to be removed or not
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): guess image galleries - did not understand
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): whaaat?
luciash d' being (luci): yes, image gals
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): we kill it!
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): ah yes
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): yes
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I just say NO
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I commented on the page
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): will write documentation
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): Thx
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): refurbish
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): Doc is existing
luciash d' being (luci): thanks
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): https://github.com/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=capture
gezza (gezza): https://github.com/goravtaneza/jcapture
luciash d' being (luci): maybe something here?
http://alternativeto.net/browse/search?q=jCapture
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I have to go guys
Torsten Fabricius (Torsten): I wish ya all a nice evening
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): http://phantomjs.org/screen-capture.html
Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist (Bsfez): bye torsten
luciash d' being (luci): bb torsten
luciash d' being (luci): Remove Trump?